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Welcome in to a world of knitting filled with ice princesses and elfs
in the forest!
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H

ere you can experience thirty or so knitted garments with Swedish
design. A collection in the most beautiful organic wool which has
been photographed in the unique Ice Hotel in Jukkasjärvi, and
in various Swedish snowy winter landscapes. With the help of these inspiring
pictures, you can travel through ice pillars and ice crystal chandeliers from the
fairytale setting of the hotel to snowy landscapes in Scandinavian light.
Feel the softness of wool and its warmth, and experience its pleasant surface
which really helps to show the best of structures, like plait and lace stitch.
If you move on to the back part of the book, there are easy-to-understand
knitting patterns for every garment. All of these are graded for difficulty level,
and there are tips and advice so that even a beginner can start to knit. The
colours of the collection consist of grey, beige and natural white and are based
on the natural colours of the sheep’s wool.

About the author:

When she was only six years old, Ingalill Johansson learnt to knit from
her mother. That was the start of a great interest and since then her life has
consisted of knitting, yarns and design. After many years in the yarn branch,
both as a chief designer and with responsibility for production in one of
Sweden’s largest yarn suppliers, she published her first knitting book in 2010
– a book about knitting with organic woollen yarn. This book was a great
success, has been sold to several countries and translated into six languages.
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